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“The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago… 

The next best time is NOW” 

 

 

The theme for the World Environment Day 2020 is “Time for Nature- Biodiversity” with its focus on 

providing the essential infrastructure that supports life on Earth and human development. It is a call of action 

to combat the accelerating species loss and degradation of the natural world. Approximately one million 

plant and animal species risk extinction, largely due to human activities. These are the issues the world 

cannot lose sight of even as we tackle the coronavirus pandemic and the ongoing climate crisis.  

The students of Classes I&II of ITL Public School celebrated this day with great spirit.     

The day began with a pledge where in the little ITLeens of Classes I & II took a pledge  to take care of our 

Earth  by following the 3 R’s i.e. Reduce , Reuse and Recycle and to make the cleaner and safer world for 

all of us.They also participated in various tree plantation drives where they planted saplings and spoke on 

the need to sow seeds as a measure to improve greenery around them and making the air clean. 

Activity on waste management was conducted wherein students created two bins out of waste tins and 

covered one with a blue and other with a green paper.  They learnt that one bin was for dry and other for wet 

waste. 

Being confined to their homes, the students of Classes IV-V participated in activities that propagate 

sustainable practices to conserve and protect natural resources and advocate for positive change in our lives.  

Under the subtheme- ‘Home Sanctuary’ students showcased their efforts in saving water, feeding birds and 

cleaning air through informative videos. They demonstrated making of bird feeders, different ways of 

irrigating plants like wick irrigation, drip irrigation, Self-watering plants, hydroponics etc. using recycled 

materials and create their own beautiful and organic indoor plants that not only help to clean air but can also 

be used in kitchen as immunity boosting food.  

 

God has gifted us with Mother Nature who nourishes us at every point…  

And the responsibility of saving her lies on our shoulders… 

On World Environment day, let us promise to fulfill this responsibility!!! 
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